We present a Kleen-like characterization of the class of languages accepted by systolic binary tree automata, L(SBTA). This characterization uses union, intersection, restricted concatenation, restricted concatenation closure, and finite substitution closure. The restrictions we impose on the operator of concatenation are purely in terms of the length of the words to be concatenated.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present a Kleene-like characterization of the class of languages accepted by systolic binary tree automata, L(SBTA). Systolic tree automata were introduced by Culik, Salomaa, and Wood in [4] as a tool to study computational power, properties, and limitations of systolic systems in which the communication structure is a tree. In [2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 13, 14] the class of systolic tree automata whose underlying tree is an infinite balanced tree (that is, a tree in which every node has two sons) is studied and various results have been established. These results show that the class L(SBTA) while being considerably larger than the class of regular languages it still shares many of its properties like being closed under Boolean operations, decidability of emptiness, finiteness, and equivalence problems. To these we add now the existence of an expression denoting a language in L(SBTA).
The Kleene characterization of regular languages is very simple because it is in terms of a few very elementary operations like union, concatenation, and concatenation closure (Kleene star). The class of regular languages over a given alphabet S is the closure of the set of the atomic languages over S (that is, the empty set and the singleton languages containing the empty word or the symbols in S) under the above operations. The class L(SBTA) has a similar description in which we use the same atomic languages with the exception of the empty set, while the operations are more complex.
In [10, 6] it is proved that L(SBTA) fails to be closed under concatenation and Kleene star. This leaves upon the question of whether the same class is closed under suitable restrictions of the same operations. In [6] the existence of three operations of this type under which L(SBTA) is closed was established without producing the desired characterization.
The Kleene characterization we give here uses union, intersection, restricted concatenation, restricted concatenation closure, and finite substitution closure. The restrictions we impose on the operator of concatenation are purely in terms of the length of the words to be concatenate. Furthermore, the role of the Kleene star is divided between the new operations of restricted concatenation closure and finite substitution closure.
Kleene-like characterizations are rare in formal language theory. A result of this type for context-free languages is offered in the early work of Gruska [8] . This characterization, while being in terms of finitely many types of operations still uses infinitely many operations. More recently Gastin, Petit, and Zielonka gave a result of this type for infinite trace languages [7] .
PRELIMINARIES
A deterministic systolic binary tree automaton, briefly SBTA A = (~, Q, f, F) consists of an infinite binary leafless tree configuration of identical processors with unit propagation delay between the processors. The sets Q, 27___ Q, and F___ Q are the operational alphabet, the input alphabet, and the set of final states, respectively; each processor computes the function f: Q x Q ~ Q, satisfying the condition that f(x, y) = # iff x = y = #, where the joker # is a special symbol belonging to Q-S. An input word w=al...an is given as input to A as follows: let 2h--1< [W[ ~2 h, the nodes at level h receive the letters of w in the order from left to right and the possibly remaining nodes in the level receive the joker #. A processor which receives the input symbol x enter the state x. Now the information flows bottom-up and in parallel. Actually, if the sons of a node have already entered the states x and y, respectively, their fathers enters the state f(x, y). The SBTA A accepts the input word if and only if the root enters a final state. We will call L(A) the set of all words accepted by A and L(SBTA) the family of SBTA acceptable languages.
Thanks to some "normal form" results [1] , the definition given here is simpler than the original one in [2] . Instead of an unlabeled infinite leafless binary tree, it could be possible to take a labelled one. In this case the function f is replaced by a set of functions fo, where a is one of the node labels. Provided that the considered labelled tree be a regular tree (i.e., it contains only finitely many different infinite subtrees), the class of accepted languages is not affected by this generalization [4] . An input function different from the identity is also considered in [2, 3 ] , as well as the possibility that f(#, # )# # but also in these cases the class of accepted language does not change [1 ] .
A different input mode leads to stable SBTA in which input can be given to nodes in any level having sufficiently many nodes. In [2] the construction of a stable SBTA equivalent to a given one is shown. Furthermore, the model defined here can be made nondeterministic by making the function f multivalued, but also this generalization of the model does not enlarge L(SBTA) [2] . These last two properties will be widely exploited here.
Throughout the paper we shall use the following notation: P(X) will stand for the power set of a set X, 27* (27n) for the set of all the words (of length n) over 27, a substitution f: 27 ~ P(X 2) will be referred to as a binary substitution over 27, the length of a word w will be Iwl and the empty word will be represented by e.
SYSTOLIC EXPRESSIONS
In the following we introduce the operations we need for the Kleene-like characterization. First we define the binary substitution closure of a language L _ 27* w.r.t. f: 27-~ P(X 2) as the set containing the words in L, f(L), rE(L), f3(L) ..... Given a SBTA A, the words accepted by A whose length is a power of two can be generated through the binary substitution closure. The restricted concatenation and the restricted concatenation closure are needed to generate the remaining words in L(A).
Intuitively, one sees that the class L(SBTA) is not closed under concatenation. Actually, for an SBTA to recognize a concatenation of two languages would imply in particular the recognition by the same automaton of the words of the second language in the concatenation even though they are inserted beginning at arbitrary nodes. However, it is known that this is impossible [12] . This problem can be overcome by introducing length restrictions on the words to be concatenated, as it was done in [6] . The limitation given here takes into account the ultimate periodicity of every sequence of the type p, f(p, # ), f(f(p, # ), # ) .... , called a joker-sequence, where p is a state, # is the joker, and fis the transition function of a given SBTA.
See Fig. 1 , where a word w, 2i-1<]wl <2*, is given as input to an SBTA. The restricted concatenation closure of languages L and L' produces the languages which contains the words w = w 1 .--wn, where wl e L and wi~ L w L', 1 < i, and w*'.w*'+ 1 is a restricted concatenation of w*' and wi+ 1, 1 ~< i<~n. This operation can be easily extended in order to concatenate more than two languages.
Our main result is a Kleen-like theorem in which the role of regular expressions is played by what we call systolic expressions. These are like regular expressions but for the following: Remark. Given a Lindenmayer OL system G= (27, h, w), where S is an alphabet, h is a finite substitution, and w is a word in S +, the language generated by G is U,~>o hn({w}), cf. e.g., [15] . DEFINITION 2. Given a pair of natural numbers (j, k) we consider the binary J cNxN defined as follows: XRJky iff y=0 or y<~x and for relation R ~ _ x=2nl-] -"'" q-2 nr, ni>ni+,, l <~i<r, y=2m'+-.. +2 ~ns, mi>mi+l, l <~i<s, it holds that nr=m, +j+p .k for some p~>0. 
It is easy to see that the following properties hold: 1,2}, < R~,lw~l, te{ 1 i<~n}. 
.(jn_l,kn_l).
Actually if we(L~ L * 
Now it is easy to prove the following lemma. The result proved in this paper is that a language is accepted by a SBTA iff it is denoted by a s.e. Since L(SBTA) is a Boolean algebra, by proving that L(SBTA) is closed under restricted concatenation, restricted iterated concatenation, and iterated substitution, we establish the "if" part of the theorem. The following definition will be used in the rest of the paper. DEFINITION 6. Given an automaton A = (22, Q, f, F) and a word we22 + such that 2i-'< Iwl ~<2 i, the computation tree of w w.r.t. A is the complete balanced binary tree of height i such that:
• its frontier, from left to right, is labelled w# 2i_ Iwl
• every internal node has label f(x, y) if x and y are the labels of its sons, from left to right• An /-computation tree of w w.r.t. A is simply called a computation tree when 2i-1< hwl <~2 i.
Every complete balanced binary tree whose nodes are labelled by the joker of A is a computation tree of the empty word w.r.t.A.
LEMMA 2. The class L(SBTA) is closed under (i) restricted concatenation
(ii) restricted concatenation closure (iii) binary substitution closure• Proof Suppose A is a stable SBTA and (j, k) is a pair of natural numbers. To prove (i) and (ii) we use an automaton Aj.k, we will call j, k-stable, such that any word w, [w] = 2 "1 + ... + 2% ne > n~+ 1, 1 ~< i < r, produces a final state on Aj, k iff w belongs to L(A) and is given as input to it to the nodes at level h for h-nl =j+kp, p ~> 0. Aj, k can be easily obtained; here we show how to construct it when j, k # 0.
Let A = (S, Q, f, F) and Aj, k = (£7, Q', f', F'), where Q'=Qx{O .... ,j-1}x{0}LsQx{0,...,k-1}x{1}•Xu{R,#}, F'=F×{0}× (1} and the transition function is defined as follows. Let x, y e £7 and p, q e Q : To prove that L(A) = (L1, L2)j.k it suffices to establish the following propositions.
PROPOSITIONS 1. The label of the root of the h-computation tree of w in A is [p, 1] (resp. rp, 2]) iff p is the label of the root of the h-computation tree of w in A 1 (resp. in (A2)j,k).
It is easy to prove the "if part" by induction on the input level at which a word w is fed in A 1 or (A2)j,k and the "only if part" by induction on the height of the computation tree of an input word w for A. It is easy to prove the "only if part" by induction on the number of levels in which the state [p, 3 ] occurs in the computation tree of an input word w for A and the "if part" by induction on r ~> 1, where [wl = 2nl-I -"'" "-I-2 nr, for an input word w.
PROPOSITION 2. The label of the root of an h-computation tree of w in A is
(ii) Let us consider two pairs of natural numbers (Js, kl) and (J2, k2), a stable SBTA A s = (2~, Qo, fo, Fo) recognizing the language L~ _ X* and a SBTA A2 recognizing the language L2-X*. We will construct a nondeterministic automaton A that accepts an input word w if and only if either w ~ L1 or it is possible to divide w in n~>2 subwords X 1 "''X n such that Xl~L1, xieL,, Ix,-_1[ R~,[x;[, te (1,2}, and 1 < i~<n. The construction of A is based on As and the Jr, k;stable SBTA (Ar)jr,kr = (~Y?, Qr, fr, Fr), for r = 1, 2. An input word w is nondeterministically split into subwords x s .... ,x,, l~<n, hence the computation of A s on X s and the computations of (A1)jl,kx, and of (A2)j2,k 2 on xr, r=2 .... ,n, will be carried on N(i, 2j-1)  and N(i, 2j) , produce a state whose fourth component is b' when a suffix of xs is given as input to the nodes in the subtree rooted in N(i, 2j-1) (and at level k) and x~+l-"xn# .'. # is given as input to the nodes in the subtree rooted in N(i, 2j) (and at level k).
More formally, let A = (27, Q,f, F), where Q = Qo x Q1 x Q2x {0, 1, 0', 1'} •27u { #, R}, F= Fo x QI x Q2 x {0', 1'} u (Fo c~ 27) and the transition function is defined as follows: Let i e {0, 1 }, x, y e 27, and Pr, qr s Qr, r = 0, 1, 2: This is easy to show by induction on h. Obviously, the sequence {S,-(q)}i>~o is ultimately periodic, let H(q) be the cardinality of the set of states occurring in its period and ~(q) be the cardinality of the set of states occurring in its threshold ("initial mess"). From the above results we obtain the following theorem.
MAIN TI-mOREM. LeL(SBTA) iff L is denoted by a s.e.
